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1.1 Improve load ratio
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Characteristic of the centrifugal chillers
Decrease significantly !
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Over conservative control strategy
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Oversize chillers
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Saved power of 
a CHW pump 
and a CW pump
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2.1 Avoid unexpected bypass flow
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Shut off the bypass branch manually
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2.2 Keep on the point
Q
H
Design char curve Actual char curve(shift right)




R: Rating work point
S: Shifted work point
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work point is shifted 
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Design 560 40 90 75%
Actual 600 35 100 57%
After changing the pumps 530 27 54 73%






O: Old Rating WP         A: Actual WP                  C: New WP
560m3/h, 40m,90kW     600m3/h, 35m,100kW     530m3/h, 27m,54kW
N
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2.3 Optimized VFD control
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Reliability requirement of chillers
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On-Off Control (Fan-coil Unit)
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